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ABSTRACT

When the overall listening experience is rated, listeners are asked to take every aspect into account which seems important to them, including song, lyrics, mood and audio quality. The results of two previously conducted experiments revealed a significant influence of the signal bandwidth and the spatial reproduction format on the overall listening experience. In this work, a systematic analysis is applied to the results of these two experiments with the purpose to investigate listeners in more detail. Regarding rating the overall listening experience, the results show that listeners can rather be described by continuous variables which reflect their preferences than clear categorizations of different listener types. Furthermore, a regression model for predicting ratings was significantly improved by describing the listeners with such continuous variables.

1. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

The enjoyment while listening to music has been a subject of interest to many researchers from different fields. In 1972, Prince published a paradigm which describes a music listening process from the listener’s point of view [1]. Prince assumes that listeners differ widely in their response to music depending on many characteristics including personality, maturation, musical training and experience, musical aptitude, and musical memory.

Several researchers have confirmed that responses to music are in fact significantly influenced by characteristics which were described by Prince. When measuring the influence of personality on responses to music, many researchers use Jungian types as basis for their work. Jungian types describe psychological types of humans and were introduced by Jung [2]. Based on Jung’s theory, the Myers Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) sorts psychological differences in four different preferences: Extraversion-Introversion, Sensing-Intuition, Thinking-Feeling, and Judging-Perception [3]. Pearson et al. investigated whether Jungian types have a correlation with music preferences [4]. They found out that the Sensing-Intuition MBTI dimension correlates with enjoyment in musical listening. Similarly, Lewis and Schmidt also used the MBTI to examine listeners’ responses to music as a function of the personality variables measured by the MBTI [5]. Undergraduate non-music majors indicated characteristic responses to music on the Music Listener Response Scale (MLRS). The MLRS is a questionnaire which contains statements with responses to music (see Hedden [6]). Lewis and Schmidt found significant effects of personality types based on the MBTI on the responses given by the MLRS.

Related to the characteristic of musical training, Woody and Burns carried out a study in which they investigated how non-musicians respond to pieces of classical music that are considered highly expressive among musically sophisticated listeners [7]. The results of their study indicate that young adults who have had past emotional experience with classical music are more responsive to the expressive qualities of classical music and are more willing to listen to this style of music in their leisure time. Experiments by Stötzer et al. and Schoeffler et al. indicated that musicians are able to correctly estimate the number of instruments of music excerpts more likely than non-musicians [8, 9]. However, it is not known whether the enjoyment of music listening is influenced by an awareness of the instrumentation.

Regarding the listening experience, researchers often distinguish between expert listeners and naïve listeners (or trained and untrained listeners). Expert listeners are considered to be trained in listening, familiar with audio degradation artifacts and have taken part in many listening tests. Schinkel-Bielefeld et al. investigated the differences between expert and naïve listeners while taking part in listening tests about audio quality degradations [10]. Their results showed that expert and naïve listeners have different strategies for participating in listening tests. Expert and naïve listeners differently use the rating scale and expert listeners tend to give lower ratings. Furthermore, the ratings from experts listeners are more reliable than ratings from naïve listeners. Rumsey et al. examined the relationship between expert listener ratings of multichannel audio quality and naïve listeners preferences [11]. They found out that naïve listener preferences can be predicted from expert listener ratings. However, their results also showed that naïve listeners and expert listeners are not similar groups in every aspect of audio quality evaluation. In contrast to the expert listeners, naïve listeners paid almost
no attention to frontal spatial audio fidelity. Also surround spatial fidelity was much more important for naïve listeners than for expert listeners. Although listening experience had an influence on the results of these studies related to audio quality, no influence on the overall listening experience was found in three studies carried out by Schoeffler et al. [12–14]. The term overall listening experience is used to describe the degree of enjoyment while listening to music [13]. Contrary to rating the audio quality, listeners take everything into account when rating the overall listening experience. Factors of influence might include the song, lyrics, audio quality, listener’s mood, the listening room and the reproduction systems.

This paper is concerned with the question whether listeners can be precisely categorized according to how much their individually-perceived overall listening experience depends on the technical sound quality. In this paper, the technical sound quality representations are bandwidth-limitations of played-back music and different spatial reproduction format which are used for play back music. We measured the influence of the signal bandwidth on the overall listening experience by a previously conducted experiment [13]. The results of the experiment are used in the analysis for the listener categorization.

**Hypothesis 1a:** Listeners can be categorized according to how much their individually-perceived overall listening experience is influenced by the signal bandwidth of the played back music excerpt.

In the first experiment, participants were asked whether audio quality had been important for their ratings. The question arises if their answers corresponds to their actual ratings.

**Hypothesis 1b:** Listeners can reliably self-report how important the audio quality is for their individual overall listening experience.

How much the enjoyment of listeners is influenced by the single-/multi-channel system was measured by another previously conducted experiment whose results are also used in the analysis [14]. In addition to the two hypotheses of the second experiment which have not been addressed so far.

**Hypothesis 2a:** Listeners can be categorized according to how much their individually perceived overall listening experience is influenced by the spatial reproduction format.

**Hypothesis 2b:** Listeners can reliably self-report how important the single-/multichannel system is for their individual overall listening experience.

An additional research question is whether listeners, whose overall listening experience is influenced by the signal bandwidth, are influenced by the single-/multi-channel system in the same way when the overall listening experience is rated.

**Hypothesis 3:** If a listener’s overall listening experience is influenced by the bandwidth, his or her overall listening experience is influenced by the single-/multi-channel system in the same way.

The two experiments are briefly described in Section 2. Section 3 and Section 4, including a statistical verification of the five hypotheses. The results are discussed in Section 5.

### 2. TYPES OF LISTENERS FOR BANDWIDTH (EXPERIMENT I)

#### 2.1 Experiment Procedure

In the first experiment, 34 participants rated bandwidth-limited music according to the overall listening experience. The experiment was divided into one registration session and twelve listening session.

In the registration session the participants were asked by a questionnaire whether they are professionals in audio and to which age group they belong. After filling out the questionnaire, the participants rated nine songs according to how much they like them (“How much do you like this item?”). It was emphasized on the instructions that participants should take everything into account what they would do in a real world scenario (e.g. including their taste in music). The participants rated the songs by using a five-star Likert scale. The stars were labeled with “Very Bad”, “Bad”, “Average”, “Good” and “Very Good”. The ratings, retrieved from the first session, are called *basic item ratings*. A maximum of eight out of nine songs were individually selected from the registration session and bandwidth-limited by six levels (Cut-off frequencies: 1080 Hz, 2320 Hz, 4400 Hz, 7700 Hz, 12000 Hz and 15500 Hz) for the listening sessions. A maximum of eight songs had to be rated in each listening session since the same song did only occur once. As in the registration session, the participants were instructed to rate each bandwidth-limited item according to how they like it and they should take everything into account what they would do in a real world scenario. After listening to all bandwidth-limited music items, listeners had to fill out a questionnaire in each session. It was asked how important had been audio quality, the song and their mood for their ratings. The answers were given by a Likert scale with the values “Strongly Agree”, “Agree”, “Neutral”, “Disagree” and “Strongly Disagree”. The ratings retrieved from the listening sessions are called *item ratings*.

A detailed description of the experiment procedure and a basic analysis of the results has already been published [13].

#### 2.2 Result Analysis

The Hypotheses 1a and 1b are verified on the basis of a pair of values which reflects how much a listener was influenced by the bandwidth-limitations and the song. Such a pair of values is derived by the following equations and then used for the hypotheses verification.
An item rating of the first experiment is defined as:

$$\text{IR}^{E1}(i, j, k),$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $i$ denotes the participant, $j$ denotes the song and $k$ denotes the cut-off frequency level.

A vector with all item ratings which were given by a participant is defined as:

$$\text{IR}^{E1}(i) = \begin{bmatrix} \text{IR}^{E1}(i, 1, 1) \\ \vdots \\ \text{IR}^{E1}(i, 1, K) \\ \vdots \\ \text{IR}^{E1}(i, J, K) \end{bmatrix},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $J$ is the number of songs that were selected for participant $i$ and $K$ is the number of all cut-off frequency levels. Vectors are indicated by bold letters.

The corresponding cut-off frequency of an item rating is defined as:

$$\text{F}^{E1}(i, j, k).$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

A vector with all cut-off frequencies that corresponds to all items ratings which were given by a participant is defined as:

$$\text{F}^{E1}(i) = \begin{bmatrix} \text{F}^{E1}(i, 1, 1) \\ \vdots \\ \text{F}^{E1}(i, 1, K) \\ \vdots \\ \text{F}^{E1}(i, J, K) \end{bmatrix}. $$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The corresponding basic item rating of an item rating is defined as:

$$\text{BIR}^{E1}(i, j, k).$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

A vector with all basic item ratings which corresponds to all items ratings which were given by a participant is defined as:

$$\text{BIR}^{E1}(i) = \begin{bmatrix} \text{BIR}^{E1}(i, 1, 1) \\ \vdots \\ \text{BIR}^{E1}(i, 1, K) \\ \vdots \\ \text{BIR}^{E1}(i, J, K) \end{bmatrix}. $$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The influence of the cut-off frequency on the item ratings is measured by Kendall’s tau coefficient which is a measure of rank correlation between two vectors [15]. Values of Kendall’s tau range from -1 to +1. Negative values indicate negative associations and positive values indicate positive associations. A value of zero indicates the absence of any association between two variables. A pair of two Kendall’s tau values are calculated for each participant. The first value is Kendall’s tau of the item ratings and the cut-off frequencies:

$$\tau^{E1}_{\text{IR,F}}(i) = \text{cor}_{\tau}(\text{IR}^{E1}(i), \text{F}^{E1}(i)), $$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $\text{cor}_{\tau}$ denotes the function of Kendall’s tau. How much the ratings a participant were influenced by the bandwidth-limitation of the stimulus is reflected by $	au^{E1}_{\text{IR,BIR}}(i)$. The second value is Kendall’s tau of the item ratings and the basic item ratings:

$$\tau^{E1}_{\text{IR,BIR}}(i) = \text{cor}_{\tau}(\text{IR}^{E1}(i), \text{BIR}^{E1}(i)). $$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The pairs of Kendall’s tau values are depicted in Figure 1 as scatter plot.

In the lower left corner of the scatter plot is a data point which can be considered as outlier, since its corresponding item ratings have neither a significant correlation with the cut-off frequencies nor the basic item ratings. The Chi-squared plot method (see Garrett for details [16]) is applied to confirm that the data point is an outlier. The Chi-squared plot in Figure 2 clearly shows one outlier which is the non-significant data point. The identified outlier is excluded from further analysis.

Hypothesis 1a is verified by applying a cluster analysis on the data set. The number of components found by the clustering algorithm can be seen as categorizations of listeners. An Expectation Maximization (EM) clustering algorithm was chosen [17] (an introduction into the EM method is given by Couvreur [18]). The EM algorithm works well with small sample sizes and does not require a training phase which are the main reasons for choosing the EM algorithm. Since the number of components is not estimated by the EM algorithm itself, an implementation of the EM algorithm by Fraley and Raftery is used [19]. Furthermore, the implementation takes several cluster models into account. The method of Fraley and Raftery uses a modified version of the Bayesian Information Criterion for choosing the number of clusters and to select the cluster model. By applying the EM algorithm, an ellipsoidal model with one component was found to be the best model (see Figure 3).

$\tau^{E1}_{\text{IR,BIR}}(i)$ reflects to which degree the ratings of a participant were influenced by the song. A pair of Kendall’s tau values of the first experiment is defined as:

$$\tau^{E1}(i) = \{\tau^{E1}_{\text{IR,F}}(i), \tau^{E1}_{\text{IR,BIR}}(i)\}. $$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

The significance level $\alpha$ is defined as 0.05 in this paper.
Based on this result, listeners can not be clearly categorized into types of listeners when rating bandwidth-limited music.

The responses of the questionnaire after each listening session are used to verify Hypothesis 1b. The correlation between the participants’ $\tau_{E1}\text{IR}(i)$ and their responses to the question – how important was the audio quality for participants’ ratings – is investigated. Spearman’s rho $^2 (r = 0.67, p = .000)$ and Kendall’s tau $\tau (r = 0.56, p = .000)$ show a significant correlation. Based on these results, it can be concluded that participants can reliably self-report how much they are influenced by the audio quality. The same is applied for $\tau_{E1}\text{IR}(i)$ and Kendall’s tau $\tau (r = 0.46, p = .000)$ show a significant correlation which indicates that participants can also reliably self-report how much they are influenced by the song.

3. TYPES OF LISTENERS FOR SINGLE-/MULTI-CHANNEL SYSTEMS (EXPERIMENT II)

3.1 Experiment Procedure

In the second experiment, 30 participants rated music excerpts according to the overall listening experience. The ratings were given by a Five-star Likert scale. The stars were labeled with “Not at all”, “Not a lot”, “Neutral”, “Much” and “Very Much”.

The experiment was divided into two sessions. In the first session, 30 participants rated fifteen music excerpts by a multi-stimulus comparison while listening through headphones. The ratings retrieved from the first session are called basic item ratings. In the second session, participants rated an individual selection of the music excerpts while listening through a single-/multi-channel system (mono, stereo or surround). The ratings of the second session are called item ratings. At the end of the second session, the participants had to fill out a questionnaire, where they were asked how important had been audio quality, the song and their mood for their ratings. The answers were given by a Likert scale with the values “Strongly Agree”, “Agree”, “Neutral”, “Disagree” and “Strongly Disagree”.

A detailed description of the experiment procedure and a basic analysis of the results has already been published in [14].

3.2 Result Analysis

Almost the same procedure as for Hypotheses 1a and 1b is applied to verify the Hypotheses 2a and 2b. A pair of values is calculated which reflects how much a listener was influenced by the single-/multi-channel system and the song.

An item rating of the second experiment is defined as:

$$\text{IR}^{E2}(i,j,l)$$, (10)

where $i$ denotes the participant, $j$ denotes the song and $l$ denotes the single-/multi-channel system.

A vector with all items ratings which were given by a participant is defined as:

$$\text{IR}^{E2}(i) = [\text{IR}^{E2}(i,1,1) \ldots \text{IR}^{E2}(i,1,L) \ldots \text{IR}^{E2}(i,J,L)]$$, (11)

where $J$ is the number of songs that were selected for participant $i$ and $L$ is the number of all single-/multi-channel systems.

\[ \text{Figure 2.} \text{ Chi-square plot of the Kendall’s tau pairs. The detected outlier is depicted as a red square.} \]

\[ \text{Figure 3.} \text{ Clustering of the pairs of correlation values by ellipsoidal model with one components.} \]

$^2$ Spearman’s rho and Kendall’s tau correlation coefficients are used for measuring the correlation between ordinal variables. Pearson’s product-moment correlation is applied for measuring the correlation between continuous variables.
The corresponding single-/multi-channel system of an item rating is defined as:
\[ S^{E2}(i, j, l). \] (12)

A vector with all single-/multi-channel systems that corresponds to all items ratings which were given by a participant is defined as:
\[ S^{E2}(i) = \begin{bmatrix} S^{E2}(i, 1, 1) \\ \vdots \\ S^{E2}(i, 1, L) \\ \vdots \\ S^{E2}(i, J, L) \end{bmatrix}. \] (13)

The corresponding basic item rating of an item rating is defined as:
\[ BIR^{E2}(i, j, l). \] (14)

A vector with basic item ratings that corresponds to all items ratings which were given by a participant is defined as:
\[ BIR^{E2}(i) = \begin{bmatrix} BIR^{E2}(i, 1, 1) \\ \vdots \\ BIR^{E2}(i, 1, L) \\ \vdots \\ BIR^{E2}(i, J, L) \end{bmatrix}. \] (15)

Almost the same analysis procedure as for Experiment I is applied. Pairs of correlation values for each participant are created by calculating Kendall’s tau values. The first value is Kendall’s tau of the item ratings and the single-/multi-channel system:
\[ \tau_{IR,S}^{E2}(i) = \text{cor}_\tau(\text{IR}^{E2}(i), S^{E2}(i)), \] (16)

where \( \text{cor}_\tau \) is the function of Kendall’s tau. The second value is Kendall’s tau of the item ratings and the basic item ratings:
\[ \tau_{IR,BIR}^{E2}(i) = \text{cor}_\tau(\text{IR}^{E2}(i), BIR^{E2}(i)). \] (17)

A pair of Kendall’s tau values of the second experiment is defined as:
\[ \tau^{E2}(i) = \{ \tau_{IR,S}^{E2}(i), \tau_{IR,BIR}^{E2}(i) \}. \] (18)

The pairs of Kendall’s tau values for all participants are depicted in Figure 4 as scatter plot.

As for Experiment I, the EM clustering method is applied to identify categories of listeners. An ellipsoidal model with one component was found to be the best model by the clustering method (see Figure 5). Such a results indicates that there is no clear categorization into types of listeners when the single-/multi-channel system is taken into account while rating the overall listening experience.

The responses, which were given by the questionnaire of the second session, are used to verify Hypothesis 2b. The correlation between \( \tau_{IR,BIR}^{E2}(i) \) and the participants’ responses to the question of how important was audio quality for their ratings. Spearman’s rho (\( r = 0.56, p = .001 \)) and Kendall’s tau (\( r = 0.46, p = .001 \)) show a significant correlation. The same is applied for \( \tau_{IR,BIR}^{E2}(i) \) and the responses to the question of how important was the song for the participants’ ratings. Again, Spearman’s rho (\( r = 0.54, p = .001 \)) and Kendall’s tau (\( r = 0.46, p = .002 \)) show a significant correlation. Based on these results, participants seem to reliably self-report how much they are influenced by the audio quality and the song.

![Figure 4](image.png)

**Figure 4.** Kendall’s rank correlation between item rating and the two variables “basic item ratings” and “single-/multi-channel system” for each participant. Correlations which are significant for basic item ratings, single-/multi-channel system, none or both are marked differently.

### 4. Interaction Between Bandwidth and Single-/Multi-Channel System

Ten participants attended both experiments. Hypothesis 3 is verified by comparing their responses of both experiments. \( \tau^{E1}(i) \) and \( \tau^{E2}(i) \) are taken as a basis for further analysis. By calculating the correlation between \( \tau_{IR,S}^{E1}(i) \) and \( \tau_{IR,S}^{E2}(i) \) we measure whether a participant, whose ratings were dominated by the cut-off frequency in the first experiment, took also the single-/multi-channel system strongly into account in the second experiment. Pearson’s product-moment correlation indicates a significant correlation between \( \tau_{IR,S}^{E1}(i) \) and \( \tau_{IR,S}^{E2}(i) \) (\( r = 0.69, p = .023 \)). In addition, a significant correlation between \( \tau_{IR,BIR}^{E1}(i) \) and \( \tau_{IR,BIR}^{E2}(i) \) is indicated by Pearson’s product-moment correlation (\( r = 0.68, p = .032 \)). The significant correlation between \( \tau^{E1}(i) \) and \( \tau^{E2}(i) \) indicates that a listeners, who strongly takes the bandwidth-limitation into account, is also strongly influenced by the single-/multi-channel system while rating the overall experience.

To confirm the relationship between \( \tau^{E1}(i) \) and \( \tau^{E2}(i) \), the values of \( \tau^{E2}(i) \) are used to predict the responses of the first experiment. The responses of the first experiment are predicted by a cumulative link model without interactions (an introduction into regression models with ordinal data is given by McCullagh [20]). The cumulative link model predicts the item ratings by the predictor variables: “basic item rating” and “cut-off frequency”. How
well the cumulative link model predicts the item ratings is measured by Cragg and Uhler’s Pseudo-\(R^2\) (see Cragg and Uhler [21]). If the cumulative link model correctly predicts all item ratings, Cragg and Uhler’s Pseudo-\(R^2\) of the cumulative link model is 1.0. The basic cumulative link model without any data from \(\tau\)\(\beta = 0\) (cept for \([\text{basic item rating} = \text{basic item rating} ]\) with \(\tau\) of 0.60. In the next step, the model is modified by data from the second experiment. The predictor variable “basic item ratings” is interacted with \(\tau_{E2,BIR}(i)\) and the predictor variable “cut-off frequency” is interacted with \(\tau_{E2,IR}(i)\). By modifying the model, the Pseudo-\(R^2\) is increased to 0.65. All interactions effects of the modified model are significant at a significance level of \(\alpha = 0.05\) except for \([\text{basic item rating} = \text{Neutral}]\) with \(\tau_{E2,BIR}(i)\) (\(\beta = 0.431, p = .090\)). By having \(R^2\) increased, a significant relationship between \(\tau_{E1}(i)\) and \(\tau_{E2}(i)\) is confirmed.

5. DISCUSSION

The verification of Hypothesis 1a by a systematic cluster analysis indicates that there exists no clearly distinguishable types of listeners when the overall listening experience of bandwidth-limited music excerpts is rated. These results imply that there exists a continuum which describes to which degree the listener is influenced by bandwidth-limitations. Furthermore, the results confirm our previously made assumption based on a different experiment that there exists a continuum rather than clearly distinguishable types of listeners [12]. In this work, the influence of bandwidth-limitation on the overall listening experience for each participant is only measured by Kendall’s tau correlation coefficient. Further research could confirm these results by applying other approaches to measure the influence of bandwidth-limitation on the overall listening experience.

Hypothesis 1b was positively verified based on the significant correlation between \(\tau_{E1,IR,F}(i)\) and participants’ responses to the question of how important audio quality was for their ratings. That participants can reliably self-report how important the audio quality is for their individual overall listening experience is also confirmed by the significant correlation between \(\tau_{E1,IR,F}(i)\) and the responses to the question of how important was the song for participants’ ratings.

Verifying Hypothesis 2a resulted in almost the same outcome as the verification of Hypothesis 1a. No clearly distinguishable types of listeners in Experiment II were found by the cluster analysis. This indicates that there exists also a continuum which describes to which degree the listener is influenced by the single-/multi-channel system. Hypothesis 2b was also positively verified. Based on the significant correlation, listeners can reliably self-report how important the single-/multi-channel system is for their individually perceived overall listening experience.

The positive verification of Hypothesis 1b and 2b shows that the prediction of the overall listening experience can be improved by responses of a post-questionnaire. This confirms the results of previous research in the field of psychology, where the perception of music was investigated according to responses of questionnaires [4, 5].

Hypothesis 3 turned out to be true since a positive correlation between the influence of the bandwidth-limitation and the influence of the single-/multi-channel system was found. Such a correlation was not fully expected since limiting the bandwidth of a music excerpt and reproducing the music excerpt over a different single-/multi-channel system are two different types of “audio degradation”. The question arises whether an individual listener could be roughly described with a single attribute that reflects his or her influence of all types of audio degradation. By improving the cumulative link model of Experiment I with the values of \(\tau_{E2}(i)\) which were only retrieved from Experiment II, we showed that such a single attribute might exist. Further research could deal with finding approaches to retrieve such a single attribute by questioning the listener or conduct a short listening test.

6. CONCLUSION

A systematic analysis on the results of two experiments was applied to identify types of listeners based on ratings of the overall listening experience. The results show that no clearly distinguishable types of listeners exist for the investigated factors of bandwidth-limitation and single-/multi-channel system. Instead, the influence of audio quality degradation on the perceived overall listening experience of a listener can be described by two continuous correlation values. These correlation values retrieved from the second experiment have been successfully used to improve the prediction by of the first experiment’s result. Furthermore, the results indicate that listeners whose overall listening experience ratings are influenced by the signal bandwidth, also take the single-/multi-channel system much into account when rating. In both experiments, listeners could reliably self-report how much an audio quality degradation influenced their individually perceived overall listening experience.
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